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Jacqueline Kennedy, the President's wife, had a passing ac-
quaintanceship with George DeMohrenschildt, a friend of Lee
Harvey Oswald .
Would anyone seriously suggest that because Jacqueline Kenne-

dy was somehow associated with Lee Harvey Oswald that she was,
therefore, somehow involved in the assassination?
The Volkswagen was a centerpiece in Hitler's Nazi Germany . It

was to be the people's car, a proud product of national socialism .
Today, thousands of Americans drive Volkswagens .
Would anyone seriously suggest that by so doing they have

become somehow associated with the aims and goals of Nazi Ger-
many?

I would caution, therefore, those who follow our hearings or read
our record, evaluate the evidence that we will hear this week as
carefully as the committee itself will, reserve judgment until all
the evidence is in, and do not reach conclusions beyond what the
evidence itself fully justifies. Anything else would be bad logic . It
could only lead to what none can easily contemplate : more suspi-
cion and doubt in an area already much too much troubled. It
would also be unfair to all concerned .
The committee calls Mr. McNally .
Mr. McNally, you have previously been sworn in this hearing

and the Chair would admonish you that you are still under that
oath .
Mr. MCNALLY . Yes, Sir .

FURTHER TESTIMONY OF JOSEPH MCNALLY

Chairman STOKES . The Chair recognizes Mr. Ken Klein, counsel
for the committee .
Mr. KLEIN . Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. McNally, you testified before the committee on Thursday,

September 14 ; is that correct?
Mr. MCNALLY . I did.
Mr. KLEIN . What is your occupation?
Mr. MCNALLY . I am an examiner of questioned documents, that

is more commonly referred to as a handwriting expert.
Mr. KLEIN . Are you testifying today as a representative of the

handwriting panel?
Mr. MCNALLY . I am.
Mr. KLEIN. What would you estimate to be the total number of

documents examined by the members of the panel during the
course of your careers as questioned document examiners?
Mr. MCNALLY . I would judge somewhere in the tens of thou-

sands .
Mr . KLEIN . Could you approximate for us the total combined

years of experience that the three members of the panel have as
questioned documents examiners?
Mr. MCNALLY . Considering the other two are contempories of

mine, I would assume we have more than 100 years' experience .
Mr . KLEIN. Is each person's handwriting unique to that person?
Mr. MCNALLY . It is .
Mr. KLEIN. Mr. Chairman, I would ask that the document JFK

F-399 be received as a committee exhibit and shown to the witness .
Chairman STOKES . Without objection, it may be received and

made a part of the record at this point .
[Whereupon, JFK exhibit F-399 was received.]
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Mr. KLEIN. Mr . McNally, do you recognize that document?
Mr. MCNALLY. I do .
Mr. KLEIN. Does that document contain a listing of all the docu-

ments examined by the panel that were allegedly written or signed
by Lee Harvey Oswald?
Mr. MCNALLY. It does .
Mr. KLEIN. Mr . Chairman, at this time I would ask that the

documents marked JFK F-478 through JFK F-510 be received as
committee exhibits and shown to the witness.

I should state for the record these documents are either the
originals or the best existing copy of the documents listed on JFK
F-399 and were obtained from the Navy Department, the Archives,
the committee offices, and the FBI.
Chairman STOKES . Without objection, they may be entered and

made part of the record at this point.
[Whereupon, JFK exhibits F-478 through F-510 were received.]
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JFK EXHIBIT F-478
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This form will be completed and maintained current by
all officer and enlisted personnel in accordance with Navy :
BuPers Manual Art B-2312 ; Marine Corps bfanual Par
11223; USCG Pen Cir No .31H50 ; AFR35-38;ANGR35-38.
All items must be completed. In theevent you, the desig-

nator, become a casualty the persons named to items 6, 8,
9, and 11 will be notified. If notification is not desired due,
to - health or other reason state in remarks. If there am no
living relatives, the name and address of a friend may
be entered in remarks. Continue any item in remarks if
necessary.
Item4=Enterone of thefollowin ;: USN, USNR, USMC,

USMCR, USCG, USCGR, USAF (/or Air Foree add "Res"
or "ANG" as appropriate only if not in active military
service) .
Item 5,Enter single, married, widowed, divorced, or

legally separated.
Item 6-Spouse W whom alimony or support )s legaR~

payable must be showneven if divorced or legally separated.

Items 9 and 11~If the person entered is in the clan of
guardian, indicate whether stepparent, foster parent, foes
parentis, guardian, or adoptive parent

Items I5 and 16~If you do notdesire to designate anyone
enter "I decline to designate any person m receive this pay"
in your cam handwriting. Only designated relatives an
eligible to receive payment without proof of dependency .

Its- 19.-The "Missing Persons Act" provides that pay
and allowances continue to accrue to the pay account of any
service member for the period he is missing or captured and
maybe paid to thedependents for support This item reflect.
your desiresand is used as a guidein disposition of your pay.
Allotments to dependents and insurance companies initiated
prior to entering a missing status am continued in effect
unless unusual circumstances indicate changes.

Item 20.~Comptefon of this item will insure that insur-
ance companies listed am promptly notified when necessary.
Accuracy in entering policy numbers will facilitate prompt
settlement .
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RUCTIONS
(Items Iorwhichwirwtructionaareprintedbelow am seif-exph- tort')

..L . ..e+nr .m,weno ,room-n

Item 21,The indemnity is payable only to persomtwithin
the following classes :

(1) Spouse (husband ormi/s).

	

-

	

c

(2) Children-The term "children" includes natural
children, stepchildren, adoptive children . Illegitimate
children are included only if designated.

(3) Parents.-The term "parents" includes natural
parents, stepparents, adoptive parents or persons who
stood in loco parentis to the insured at any time prior to
entry into the active service for a period of not less than
one year. Unless designated otherwise by the serviceman
the term "parent" includes only the mother and father
who last bore that relationship to the serviceman

(4) Brothers and sisten .-The term "brothers and sis-
ten" includes those of the half blood and than through
adoption.
If thedesignated beneficiaryor beneficiaries do notsurr)ve

the insured, or if none has been designated, the indemnity
will be paid to the first eligible class of beneficiarin accord-
ing to the order set forth above and in equal shares if the
class is composed of more than one person. If this order is
in accord with your wishes state "No Designation." If the
order is not in accord with your wishes you should name the
person or persons in theclassto receive theindemnity. Any
person so named will be considered a principal beneficiary
unless specifically designated as a contingent

DISPOSITION INSTRUCTIONS

NAVY: Original to Rapers, Washington 25, D. C. Attn. :
Casualty Branch.

Duplicate-same as original .
Triplicate-file in service record at duty station .

MAiah-E CoRn : See Marine Corps Manual Par 11223.

CowGuns : SeePersonnel Circular No. 30-60.

Ant Foaoe: SeeAFR 35-38 or ANGR 35-78.
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2& I oblige and subject myself to serve un-
less sooner discharged by proper authority

E7 . In the event of war or national emergency declared by the President to exist during my term of service, Ioblige and eubj«t
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otherthan recorded herein
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LOYALTY CERTIFICATE FOR PERSONNEL OF THE ARMED FORCES
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MEMBERSHIP IN OR ASSOCIATION WITH CERTAIN ORGANIZATIONS
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IT.wT .I . PON . AwsDNsZ`uR(t. OMs oawwa.ranwama : nN-a-w,wF

'Il. DECLARATION. (Ceuedwrat of, wi-pn..W H..uA., or failare to alias, Wt, -dwa . -xtdiw" of 9b. cbrr
aster "11-4ai. III, P-W..d the ii., of rr tie. of 164ceailkdr wy '-6.t.troads loos-" -aid, dfub-z"seprdi..,
er ilk,, dhperitio. .1 PIT-A Foodtfn I., wobi.t fd+a brrwrwr wq be oerp ,sere. If Fdrd Co tifatisod privd,;t

nt sdl-niwirui.., I. r., tbr oeobint of . rta#wrest rbkb edfl apes, F.. r. niwiwd hid, it tdad bow on namp;-9.1 ".7
rowd.a, -bnrbip, ar arraristio . i.q liao, pow wq I. awdrr R-k,bd.w, "Frderd Couftimi-d prhitrg.wclawed-
or "Federal Comtirr.iomIpri'iftp it r4fwed rt Ia . . . ...=ibisereribiws the sprcifc pert of my modrrt, ambmbip, or auatlds..baid
vbitb daiw is wale.) ,

" CER7IFICATION
1-if,,. oirb, «aalo ort-harb r, she.
t. I bare red Is, proririea+ opplliess to nrwdrrdr of to.d.tr and wewb-hip i.aureciuior 066 t,ad. ertozr$o.i ed I .d-

stud A-
2. It Ibm ojated is ap rush n.dsa, 1 At.ro iodirwed theul- tbenaI rd-R-.Fl bdo .
~. I boor eumd adio R-br brlom, ibr wow,() ,/ the ortavirarior(r) foow rbrabove list o' rbirbI ow nbanb- w-bn,

or by N"bicb I awe aban bn
rpo.iorrd,

rwplaud, or :ob;,b I hoes d+uded or brr. pmur d, or rr td ia, a i-,sirednred! ,:;shin
Akh barerold, diarib.rd

p
primer abmoirercpt!!wtwor aivifia vbi,h or to, 1 tin. aaaln ona+eo,

p.biirb'd
Ibr,

by rbew, aF,ilk rbirbIbarn her. idemifd or urotfaad i. awe who, worn.
I. if I bare '.at ra papd a.Y orb -slop, or have rw bows uroriard i. .rl-oilh fined atui.wiom, uban peer &,r a

br or panrnpted in +br ani.itfr+ of I pro-t.wwanin,pro.Nod, a pro-Furiu ortosiutiaa m lords.roarims, I bm ro
iditu dby "NONE' IN, "Non to n+y hwo.d7d' nder RrwiA, Ie1w.

). 1sedan-d Ibww
,!rio~t

i
ba Irear bdo,r it J...dwb, inrorna, inrowplrh, III, widardirsi.oTiwprmt pan-.Ia7bynbfea

to pro-do . p.w6bw,.r odes rh, appropridr 1- .1 the V.frd Slaes.
6. 1 .derneesd tb, weariest of J. aarwr.Ir wdr 1. the taaiftdio. /beer.

REMARKS (Uw tbr qw Frcrlld W.., wd arrrb aildirod rkat, 0 waw4
/laser,

r !Marl-- It -ird wirl np 4 !irld ryrri+wra.
ul
bow 1ru

-dwoa4 Md)rpxilr wansd mewrl wtuiYirr wk rub -J-dm La. rH or Iwwrrtr

TYPED FULL NAME OF PERSON MAKING CERTIFICATION soYICF NO. (9 a7) SIWBITURE OF PERSON MAKING CFRTWrATIGN

1~5323a
OS'r).4LD, Lee Harvey
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6
Date_ ._. . . . .. . . .. . . ... . ... . . -

Dear Sir :

	

LC- C-// J>

	

"I

	

.

	

-

/,7
- --

--------------------

	

-------------------- who claims to have resided at

-------- -----------

	

to

	

andwho" fingerprintis and personal----------

description an recorded herec, ' an applicant for enlistment in the United States ----------------- It is
.-requested that the follo-,i! information be furnished from your film. A return envelope is inclosed for your
convenience. PC

Very buy your;

Retwu
,,v,

	

C I
" a

	

-
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SECURITY TERMINATION STAERENT
OF NAV FORM 5511-14

HEADQUARTERS A:ID HEADQUARTERS SQUADRON
U. S. MART_NE CORPS AIR STATION
EL TORO (SANTA ANA) CALIFORNIA

1 . I hereby certify that I have conformed to the directives contained in the
U, S . Navy Security Manual for Classified Matter and Registered Publication
Manual in that I have returned to the Naval Establishment all classified
natter which I have had in my possession.

2.

	

I further certify that I am not retaining or taking away with me from my
place of employment (du'. ;- ) any document or thing containing or incorporating
information affecting the National Defense of other batter Clas:;ified, Top
Secret, Secret, or Confidential to which I obtained access during my employment
(duty), in any manner whatsoever.

3.

	

I shall not hereafter in any mangier reveal or divulge to ar, person any in-
formation affecting the National Defense, Classified, Top Senret, Secret, or
Confidential, or which I have gained Knowledge during my employ-= (duty),
except as may be hereafter authorized in writing by officials o: the Naval
Establishment empowered to grant such authority.

(If any of the above statements cannot truthfully be made,
the word "not" shall be stricken out of the appropriate
sentence and a full statement attached hereto indication in
detail the circumstances which prevent the making of the state-
ment in its original form, includint the names of the persons
authorizing the particular handling of classified matter)

4. 1, LEE HARVEY 06:= 1653230

	

have been informed and am aware that 18
U. S. C., 19

	

ed., Sup. IV, 792-797 and the Internal. Security Act of 1951 pre-
scribe severe penalties for unlawfully divulging information affecting the
National Defense. I certify that I have read and understand appendices B, D,
E, F, and H of the U . S. Navy Security Manual for Classified hatter, I have
been informed and am aware that certain categories of Reserve and Retired
personell on inactive duty ca be recalled to duty, under the pertinent pro-
visions of lax relationg to e_ch class for trial by court.Lartial fcr unlawful
disclosure of information. I have been informed and an av.-are that the making
of a wilfully false statement herein renders me subject to trial therefore, as
provided by 18 U. S. C.; 1946 ed ., Sup. IV, 1001 .

Officer in Charge Separation Section

	

11 September 1959
De

- -AFY' E$.H~3iC

	

F - ~e'q



NOTICE OF OBLIGATED SERVICE-!!TICE
aaan (wr. ..,0(Wta®o (fin. Fs) cenpm"o~

ur--nueaY,oefsl

CS'.%W; Lee Harvey

	

11653230

	

I PFC 3

	

Io 6741

1 . You, having assumed the--year military service obligation prescribed by law upon your (uotlooJ (enlistment) in the

U . S . Marine Corps

	

(

	

.am 24 October

	

,1956
(N, ..fa .I A-ad Iwaa-RW. a.-rl

'/and having served in the United States Marime Corps

	

from

	

24 Oatober

	

-.19 -, to

11 September

	

, 191!, are hereby (released from active duty and transferred to the Marine Corps Reserve)

(RLPWW0N(1MerY)IAJOrpyR/ oU for the remainder of that AL-year period which ands on

	

8 December - -- 19.62

unless sooner discharged. During that period you are deemed bylaw tab. a member of the Marfne Corps Reserve and will be

subject to such training and service as is now or my hereafter be authorised by law for m)mbers of the Marine Corps Reserve.

L You are (assigned to) J

	

OVjUlthe (Ready) J;rUUUyr7IResme, Class (III) . You are further (transferred
to) .

,(

	

Iwf the

	

Marine Air Reserve Training Command
(U.aw IIYr4q

address of which ice : Naval Air Station, Glemiew, Illinois
(D:r .v dr"fe sdd~a .)

You have given your future amsiling address as : 3124 West 5th Street

Forth Worth, Texas

A This Notice of Obligated Service executed for and on behalf of the United Slabs Marine Corps at :

ADU

	

AND READQIIARTERS SQUADRON
MARINE CORPS AIR STATION

EL TORO (SANTA ANA), CALIFORNIA

1. 1 hereby acknowledge receipt of this Notice of Obligated Service.

~Ius[maeasm

This is to certify that a copy of this Notice of Obligated Service wasA4W) (delivered to) the men named above.

seasrose
-A- G. AYE.RS, JR .,

	

Ls,

	

"2-
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l,6u&Gans acrdxeu6rrc&ana ' .

This passport, properly visaed, is valid for
travel in all countries unless OTHERWISE
RESTRICTED . It is not valid for travel to or
in any foreign state for the purpose of entering
or serving in the armed forces of such a state.

This passport is not valid for travel to the
following areas under control of authorities
with which the United States does not have
diplomatic relations , Albania, Bulgaria; and
those portions of China ; Korea and Viet-Nam
under Communist control : ''i",
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Embassy of the Unils3States of America
at Mosoovr :U. S.S.E. wS!w 24"l')62 .

THIS PASSPORT i S WZNDED TO
INCLUDE DAUGHTER - JUNE LEE.'-,

' Unum EWBASSY,
-
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LEE HARVEY 02"INALD
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1 . NAME rv NLL

	

I-1

	

F7oI

	

%laxr

	

I

	

SKLrQJVa SRVN'1 NI'Ega1a

OSALD
n-E or 4111011.rt

. . 312L_ . 'r7est . 5th. Sta . . . . . . . . . ._ ._ . . ._

	

Oct 18, 193
City. T.- . or Vdlagr

	

Zarr

	

CPrey

	

Sbb

	

1 s . K-For M.TM

Fort Worth

	

Tarr-_nt Texas	New_Orleans, La.
s

	

M.NLI~. ADDRE~ lI/ dr;r~r /Yon pln. ~./ .n1.4-n
_

	

St-1 rl .e Tb abrr .. RFD RFrrr

-

	

- ---City . T.... .r Vdlrgt

	

ZOO�

	

Cewety

	

Sara ,

JFK EXHIBIT F-487

Lee NarTr
Sonrt aRJ :VRA.Arr aP RF1) RArM
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4 -M1 AND 1DDEF:S'If FIJI� -III WILL 11-IS RNIIC' 11 .1. ADI-11

	

-

Robort Oswald ..7313 Davennort St ., Ft. Worth(3rcther)

10 . PLACE OF FMPLIivMl%T O! W)1-Si

SSS Form No. 1 (Revised G-11-58) (over)

12. Present membership io a reserve compunrnt of the Armed Forte+ -.

t \'tawrn .1 " .̂IrrJRt/

DESCRIPTION OF REGISTRANT

--T--( s. INr,up lam

. . 1 " CCPSTa1N

	

A . N1meE of

	

AEEVne RI .NDIPED. In ir11kF FD)DII t

U=:pl
0. 1� 11 1]'Dl\'IM'Al Bl ¢HU4 fNPIUfID

__Form p.pprove,!

	

SELECTIVE SERVICE SYSTEM
BudgetBudget Burpu No. 33-81209.? .

	

REGISTRATION CARDCARD

It . Active duty m the Armed Forces of the United States or a cohe111gerent nation since Sept . I(. 194

	

,

	

J

BRANCH OF ARMED FORCES OR

	

1 SERVICE NO.

	

I DATF OF FMTRY

	

DATE OF %I,

	

JtArtoPI

11 Sep 59
IXtDMAC

	

1
1653230

24 Oct 56

BRIN(M Of ARMED FORCES

	

SERVII :I NO.

	

DATE OF FMTRY

	

GRADE

USICR

	

1653230

	

i

	

11 59

	

59
-TRADE,

ORGANIZATIOV.rl''1'1G

	

.'-C.

	

I affirm that 1 have terihed the foregoing answers and that they are true :
Glenview, Il1

	

`~ ,

	

,V

	

-

	

-

13 . Color of eyes 3_lU.e. . . . . Color of ha:r3row". .Clxnplexhel . .~' .'°d . .. . . . _

	

Nsaght Iapprux ) ._ ---- hll. .. m.

Weight (Approx.I,15rJ.------ . _ . .Other oh-s., ph)lical characmrnr.s that will Aid in idennhcarion . ._ . . . . . . . . . ..

. . . ..None ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

	

. . .

	

.

	

. . . . . . . . . .
LI cenify that my answers are true ; that the person registered has read or has had read to him his owu answers;

that I have witnessed his signature or mark and that all of his answers of which I have knowledge are true, except
as follows:

----None, to.my .-nowleddge

	

. . . . . . .

	

- .1 --------- I- .

	

.

	

.

	

.

	

-----

	

.

	

.__ .

	

--. . .

	

.;,. _ . . .___ .

	

-----------.

-9q

	

tat.

	

\_

	

L-t..1ti

	

,.,_ . .Se

	

..14.

	

1

	

9. ... . . . .__ . ._ ._ . . . ._ . . . . . ._ . .

	

------
. . . .

	

C~. . .`
.------------------------------

P

	

~t

	

rcgirtrotmRl

	

\

	

lSagwrtrrr oLregutrer)
TexasFort 'Registrar for Local

	

_Board. . lit!_._l~Orth

101) .'-r))

	

ISt,n/
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HANDWRITTEN ACCOUNT OF INTERVIEW WITH MISS HOS9Y, UPI REPORTER,

FOUND AMONG OSMALD'S PERSONAL EFFECTS.
(OSNALD'S HANDWRITING)
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FOR

	

POSTMASTER

	

BO% OPENED

	

DATE BOXCLOSED

	

BJOX ND.

POST OFFICE

	

-
USEONLY

APPLICANTPLEASE NOTE: Completion dthi. Applicationai=Em~Ocarwillln= tooomphwith allpwtal
rulee tdAtive to therent,./ And

	

of reef OA1w boz .

NAME OF APPLICANT (Print or type)

NAME OF FIRM OR CORPORATION (Ilho:is rented tar UM of either)

O/f C vG~ egg,", ~'7°t° e
/ se~iLifiv Cii/.

	

Tir.S
HIND OF BUSINESS

BUSINESS ADDRESS (No. . stmesrind sore) "

NOME ADDRESS (No., street, endsore)

,36/C

	

,v.
BIONATURF WAPPLJCW (.~

319

JFK EXHIBIT F-495
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FOR

	

fOS

	

n I DATE ~% OPENED

	

DATE box L

	

Box NO .

POFICEUSE

	

1VN1

	

-
if 5,2

	

~~

	

/
USE ONLY*

	

I

APPLICANT PLEASENOTE: Completion of thi.appliwtion -I nifie,o r

	

'llin

	

eu to amply with .11posts!
r.I- .Iati- to the r.ntinj .nd u.e of

	

tOBia=.

NAME OF APPLICANT (Print or bp)
(,FE// rs,ten+/."
NAME OF FIRM OR CORPORATION (ZI ba LrentalIx Meof either)

KIND OF IUSINESS

WDIXESS ADDRESS (No ., stmt, endeon.)

NOME ADDRESS ()la., stet, andease)

SouTUK OF A!F}ICAXT

	

-L,

	

I DATE OF APPLICATION

Pw

	

_PatOCia Uw O dy &
INITIALS OF CLERK INITIALS OF CARRIER SOX NO.

ENTERED IN DIRECTORY

	

I

	

~le___
THE FOLLOWING MUSTBE COMPLETEDANDSIGNED BEFOREP.O. BOX IS ASSIGNED
DELIVER MAIL IN ACCORDANCE WITH 1

ALL EXCEPT SPECIAL
DELIVERY IN SOX

OTHER INSTRWTpN3
(BXpla:.)

w
juLy
n row 1093

SPECIAL DELIVERY MAIL ONLY (Dolimr .e ohftkod below)

HAVE READ ITEMS 1 THROUGH S, ABOVE AND
WILL COMPLY WITH THEM.

320

IONS CHECKED BELOW

ALL INCLUDING SPECIAL

	

OILY MAIL ADDRESSED TO SOX IS TO SE PLACED IN R.
DELIVERY IN Box

	

ALL OTHER MAIL TO BE DELIVERED AS ADDRESSED.

O DELIVER TO LOCAL RESIDENCE AT

	

a DELJYER TO LOCAL W$NESS ADDRESS AT

(No., .trout, and.onu7

	

, street,

	

adrune

APPLICATION FOR POSTgf{nJCE BOX

. .r .money ne.flN wnu

	

iH7VFT

	

~. . ~
/

JFK EXHIBIT F-496

SIl+~turo a1 .ppNent)

1NAMES OF PERSONS ENTITLED TO RECEIVE MAIL TXRODON RDX (Hbp.4reaNdto"Arm, Im1Mde thefull setaedeeoh o/ltemumbun whou. mail4 to Wplaced la bas.)

4
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W-4 (Raw.

	

O

	

EMPLOYEE'S WITHHOLDING EXEMPTION CERTIFICATElnrxeN rnwrn � . a"rnlr" Social Serorir~G.E.E h'A~C

	

y

	

..

	

y

	

/3a .-5-41-37-77Print full name ~_. . .._..... .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. ...... . . . .. .. .._..

	

_.._._.._.. ..

	

~l_.._.... ........._
... . .

Aceomr Number .. . . . . ._ ._ .___ ._ . . . . . . . . . . . .._. .
.___Printhome address _..

	

~S !Nest

	

S

	

3'

	

-X4V A16-

	

'._..... . . .. . . .. ....... . . .. . . .. ....... . . ...T:.. .. ..

	

city-. . . ... .-.. .. .. ... . . . . .... ... ..... . .

	

Zone ... . . .

	

State ..,a_TX!~ .$
EMPLOYEE:

	

HOW TO CLAIM YOUR WITHHOLDING EXEMPTIONS
PIIsIMslosmtwllb

	

1 . If SINGLE, and you claim an exemption, write the figure "1" . . . . . . . . ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

	

.. . . . .. ..
your employst. Olh "

	

2. IfMARRIED, oneexemption each is allowable forhusband and wife if not claimed on another certificate.enlse,bt ul Intem"
hold D. S. Imams

	

�

	

If You claim both of these exemptions, write the figure . .

	

...z_.tar from your trades

	

h

	

If you claim one of these exemptions, write thefigure "1"

	

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Without esemyllaa

	

r

	

If youclaim neither of these exemptions, write "0.
EMPLOYER:

	

3. Exemptions forage and blindness (applicableonly to you and your wife butnot to dependents) :
Kesp this toutiG"

	

(a) If you or your wife will be 63 years of age or older at theend of the year, andyouclaim this exemption,
write"I"

	

write "2"tats tdlh yew in. ; If boar will M: 63 or older, andyou claim both of these exemptions,

	

. . . . . . . .

	

... . . . . . .
otds.llthttmployee

	

(b) I~f~~ou or

	

e are blind, and you claim this exemption, write the figure "I"; if both are blind,

	

... . . . . . .
b-eyed bNO

	

a�.' youcan= of these exemptions, write the figure "2" . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
S D01111

	

"
dallosd toe many ex"
emy0ms, the DIs"
trid Director should
be to advised.

4. If you claim exemptions for one or more dependents, write the number of such exemptions.

	

(Do not claim
exemption for a dependent unless you are qualified under Instruction 4 on other side.) . . . . . . . . . . . .

3. Add the number of exemptions which you have claimed above and write the total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6. Additional withholding per pay period under agreement with employer.

	

See Instruction I . . . . . . . . . . ; . ... .. ._ .

I CERTIFY that the

	

erof withholding exemptions claimed on this certifiate .does:pa exceed t

	

number to which I am entid

(Date) ..

	

.~. . . .. . _..,1

	

w-raaaso"

	

(Signed)

JFK EXHIBIT F-501

17-1 v



I LiiX - It. OS-d) :.:, P.O . 'JOX 6M
. . SARI'la SICkII.AYEVA OSXALD, SOVIET C

Dear siraj

330

:This is to inform you of resent events sineem my meetings with comrade

Soatta in the Embassy Of the Soviet Union, Xsxiao City, Xwdoo.

I was unable to r-_-4.: In Xexioo indefimily because of my maziaaa

visa restrictions which was for I~ dayd only& I eoold not take s. obance,

cc ragestiae a now visa unless I used my real nano,_so t retured to the

U=:Ited : States .

J-
. 'i .

?hack not planned to contact the Soviet sobasay In Xexiao- so they

wers unprepared, had I been able" to rsaoh, the Soviet Embassy In

as ~laaaed,the embassy there would have hAd time to complete our business-"

propared.the Cuban consulate was guilty of a prods. brsaah of regulations

ir ~alad_he has . since beanrepiced~

	

.

	

. . . .
.~

activities in the progressiv, orpnisations Pair Play Par Cuba Cumitise'

o which'I was secretary in Row Otleans(stato Louisiana) since I no loagsr

reside .in.that state. However; the F.H .I . has ristsd us here in Oa11as,Taias,

on-jovabar let. Agent ,James P:,Hastrwar=d me that if I anyigsd In P.M .0,

rma3gin. the United'States under-P.B.I.eproteotlant e .tbst is , sh&-could.- :

dofsot-from .the, Soviet Uion of souse, I and my.wife atronjl3r protested

thesiytiatias-by the notorious P.B .I ..

A ee this is to 4-form

	

of the birth on October 20 . :963 of aDAU

	

AUMH HA.RM osv~ in DU.LAS,TMe , to my wife .

Hesoedl

JFK EXHIBIT F-502

Tol CV'ISULAF rIYI3IO:.
EJISY J.S .S .R .

'
W
YOVy.190

D.C . '
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FIC .w'. 1n ~Fel"Arm/"AU a0bb M1a71[-r00Y

JFK EXHIBIT F-505A

W

W

u.y . FOUCrs . JAPAN
UL uI.C

IUEN'I'IFICATION CARD
c x ~ ~ ~ ~a

rme ~

' LD LM H

WT E653230
rJrxaruuuon (Ih X " pg .)

MACS-1 MA4-11 latmAW
81gna, ur`t (a A)

`~~T'°~l.ha~Nee

flaUOnatlty I y )

. 1..
Date o airJr

18 Ooteber 1939
ldenuty card No . ! ! W f +F 3 )

14=I .
rd Issuance it a

8 May 1958
re-slurs of Issuing Officer ~ )

zP' A-J.-" ~,
Adjutant

A <:-- I A
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FAIR PLAY FOR CUBA COMMITTEE
NEW ORLEANS CHAPTER

L: H! OSWALD

SigoWu15
19_63 _

	

_
'Issued

	

~

	

Ch
r

	apterPresident

(Reverse side is blank .)

JFK EXHIBIT F-505B



SEU.CTIVE Sr*VICL SYSTEM

	

"""P"A' No. 3
REGISTIIATIONCERTI/ICATL"Is 's

ro cc 1Nrv INAf in AtcoloANCl wN INC fu[trrof H fHl u .

~_ Lee Harvey OSIAALD

i SELECTIVE SERVICE NO .

3124
I.,
eat th St,[[NO[rc[ Ar A[slnuYlaN ...... . . . . . " . . .

	

.. . . . .

Fort Worth ..("'N1
t64 rlrr'rM.'.'1. ,
Tarr .. . . .

-'o;.-1939"'"i New.Cri
.

olns, 121 .
. . .. .(.rn r well)

	

(run

	

rml r
WAS VLYREGISTERED ON THEA.DAY 9r 3ePt. ,(~79
1?1~

	

~`~"c 1

	

firy t. a a... . .. . . . .L . wrIwt.~rn wu,

	

. . . . . . . .

caoe or Eref

	

Blue .

JFK EXHIBIT F-505C

COLIILE[ION . . . . ~bd .

HEIGHT . 5. .- . . .IT . . .11 . IN .

TEXAS LOCAL BOARD N0. lld
SELECTIVE OEhvICE SYSIEM
RM L"

	

A. V -ALAI ,.T.
FORT Vtei .vN -+, Ifa,S

(LOCAL 104,09 form.

THELAW REOUIRES YOU TO HAVE THIS CERTIFICATE IN YOUR PERSONAL POSSESSION
AT ALL TIMES FOR IDENTIFICATION AND TO NOTIFY YOUR LOCAL BOARD Of ARV
CHANGE Of ADDRESS.

	

Aro :11H-6-1[1641

caoe a NAU

	

lipn.

W[1G11i . . . . . 150. .



imam.V8ylt8l.d, Mr, T.eaHarvey-

City DIMAS --

Signatur e
%,

t

	

Address Same ' .
Cit

	

_. ._Zone___ -hooks
School or ,hr-s Uft88q_r_q-Q les-Stoval
Nam.-tTaok L. Bo
Home Addsns-__1_q3_6__aj.YQ.jl~.Q:~Yore e. . pro
phone-i8=8997 -Expire`12-?-65

	

.
DALLAS PUBLIC LIBRARY

	

or
(See R.-t. Sid.)

JFK EXHIBIT F-505D

YOU WILL WANT TO KNOW

1. This card may b. used al stay egeacy of the library
system and must b. presented when soling any mase-
rlair out of Ih . library. Tan cents will be charged for a
temporary Id.ntificaiion farm If the borrower's cord Is
not presented.

!. Each borrower is held nOPORSibl. for all

	

ma4rlals
drown on Are card and for oil charges occruiag OR
the same .

S. Borrowers will please aeWY the library of aRy thong.
of address.

THE BORROWER IS ADVISED NOT TO LENO HIS
CARD TO ANYONE.
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Mr. KLEIN . For the record, there are certain documents in that
group of documents which have already been introduced as com-
mittee exhibits, and they are JFK committee exhibits F-183, F-184,
F-400A, F-401, F-402, F-407, and F-408.
Mr. McNally, do you recognize those documents?
Mr. MCNALLY . Yes ; I do.
Mr. KLEIN . Did the entire panel have an opportunity to view

those documents?
Mr. MCNALLY . They did .
Mr. KLEIN . Did the panel members after examining those docu-

ments come to any conclusions with respect to those documents?
Mr. MCNALLY . Yes ; they did .
Mr . KLEIN. Would you please tell the committee what they con-

cluded .
Mr . MCNALLY . The conclusion of the panel was that the writing

on all of these original documents was all done by the same indi-
vidual . That also included a number of photographs and photo
reproductions . We also concluded these were done by the same
individual . However, a word of caution must be introduced here
because there are four or five of these documents which were only
photo reproductions or photographs examined and compared with
the other writings . These photographs of course cannot be exam-
ined with the same detail that the original document can be, and
there is always some possibility that there are some alterations or
something on these particular photographs which cannot be deter-
mined because they are not the original document.
There is only one document on which we jointly could not arrive

at any specific conclusion, and that is the so-called note, JFK
exhibit F-506 . That particular document is a very fuzzy reproduc-
tion and that particular reproduction we could not make any defi-
nite determination as to whether or not it was the same writing as
all the other writings examined and compared and determined to
be from the same individual .
Mr . KLEIN. Mr. Chairman, I should state for the record that in

every case the staff attempted to get an original document for the
panel, and only in those cases where no original existed or an
original could not be located were photocopies used .
Mr . McNally, is it the conclusion of the panel that in all cases

where original documents were provided they were written by the
same person?
Mr. MCNALLY . It is .
Mr . KLEIN . At this time, Mr. McNally, I would like to draw your

attention to the following documents . In each case 1 would ask that
you take the document out of the group of documents before you .
First the examination of the applicant by the recruiting officer,
which is marked JFK F-480 and dated October 24, 1956 .
Mr. MCNALLY . Right .
Mr. KLEIN . Second, the declaration requesting U.S. citizenship be

revoked, JFK F-488, dated November 3, 1959.
Mr. MCNALLY . Right .
Mr. KLEIN . Third, the New Orleans Police Department finger-

print card, JFK F-400, dated August 9, 1963 .
Mr. MCNALLY . Right .
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Mr. KLEIN . Four, the application for Cuban visa, JFK F-408,
dated September 27, 1963 .
Mr. MCNALLY . Right .
Mr. KLEIN . Last, the application for employment, JFK F-503,

dated October 15, 1963 .
Mr. MCNALLY . Right .
Mr. KLEIN . Mr. McNally, the first document was signed when

Lee Harvey Oswald joined the Marines in 1956 . The second docu-
ment was written and signed when he was in the Soviet Union in
1959 . The third document was signed when he was arrested in New
Orleans in August of 1963 . the fourth document was signed when
he was in Mexico City in September of 1963, and the fifth docu-
ment was signed when he returned to Dallas in October of 1963 .

All of the documents are signed either Lee Harvey Oswald or
Lee H. Oswald . In the opinion of the panel, were all of these
documents signed by the same person?
Mr. MCNALLY . It is.
Mr. KLEIN. Mr. Chairman, I would ask that the following

blowups marked JFK F-480A, F-488A, F-400A, F-408A, F-503A be
received as committee exhibits and shown to the witness.
Chairman STOKES . Without objection, they may be received .
[JFK exhibits F-480A, F-488A, F-400A, F-408A, and F-503A are

enlargements of JFK exhibits F-480, F-488, F-400, F-408, and
F-503 which were previously entered.]
Mr. KLEIN . Mr. McNally, perhaps if you walked over to the easel

it would be easier for you to see these blowups. Do you recognize
these blowups, Mr. McNally?
Mr. MCNALLY . I do.
Mr. KLEIN . Are they fair and accurate representations of the

original documents examined by the panel?
Mr. MCNALLY . They are .
Mr. KLEIN . Would you please explain to the committee, using the

blowups, why the panel concluded that these five documents were
written by the same person .
Mr . MCNALLY . We examined and compared the signatures on all

five of these particular documents . In the examination comparison
of these particular signatures the first part of the examination was
a determination as to whether or not all of these signatures agreed
in their general characteristics . That would be insofar as the skill
of the writing is concerned, the slant of the writing, the propor-
tions of the letters one to each other, particularly the small letters,
in height as to the capital letters, the lateral placement of the
letters within the names which make up the particular signatures,
the alinement of the various names of the signatures in relation-
ship to each other .
What is more, specifically, we examined and compared the indi-

vidual letters which make up the signatures, Lee Harvey Oswald
and Lee H. Oswald as to whether or not they agree essentially in
design, form, and their configuration .
Throughout all of the signatures we found that, first of all,

insofar as the general writing pattern of the signatures was con-
cerned, those characteristics that were mentioned, all of these sig-
natures agreed .
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In the second part of the signature comparison, a much more
specific examination as to individual letter design, we found also
that the signatures agreed .
There are some variations which occur among all of these signa-

tures, and this is to be expected in normal handwriting, particular-
ly handwritting written over a period of time that stretched from
1956 all the way over here on this particular document from 1959
and 1963 .
There is a slight variation which occurs, of course, as I men-

tioned, indicating normalcy, but the writings are consistent one
with the other.
The writing of the first name Lee on the 1956 document and here

the writing of "Lee" in 1959, one is the same as the other .
The fluent writing pattern that we have in 1956 is repeated in

1959, repeated in 1963, and again over here in 1963.
There is some slight variation between the capital "H" of Harvey

here and the capital "H" of Harvey in the 1959 document . Howev-
er, the basic construction of the "H" in the interior formation here,
particularly at the lower right in 1956 and 1959 agreed . The same
construction of "H" in 1963 in the New Orleans fingerprint form,
and this is similar to the writing of the "H" on the 1959 document .
We have that same construction of "H" over here on the Cuban

visa in 1963, and the same construction back over here in 1963 on
the employment application .
On two of these documents we have the name Harvey written

out, that is in 1956, and in 1959 and the interior construction of "a-
r-v-e-y" of the 1956 document and the 1959 document agrees . There
is some slight variation here in the 1956 document. We have a
comeback on the lower loop of the "y" and here in the 1959
document the "y" just goes straight down, but this is a normal
variation, nothing inconsistent about it.

In the writing of Oswald on the 1956 document the construction
here in the writing of that particular word agrees with those in
1959 . Again, a slight variation in the fact that the "o" continues on
to the "s" in the 1956 document, and there is a slight hiatus
between the "o" and "s" in the 1959 document.
When we come to the fingerprint form, here we have the same

construction on this fingerprint form. The "o" joins the "s", flows
right into the "s", as found on this form in 1956.
We have that followed through, the same as the 1956 form, the

"o" joins the "s" on the Cuban visa, and the same thing occurs on
the employment application . The slight hiatus between the "o" and
"s" on the 1959 form is a normal variation of the individual's
handwriting .
In all of these you will note the ending "1-d" combination . On all

five of these combinations the "1" is always smaller than the "d".
The "d" is an odd form in 1956 . Here the "d" comes back a little
farther down to the line of writing, again a normal variation . Here
we have the "d" in 1963 in a fingerprint form akin to the "d" over
here in the 1956 form.
The writing of the "d" again here agrees with the "d" as written

on the fingerprint form in 1956, and here we have an affectation
on the employment application where there is a little flourish on
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the "d" but again the basic construction of this "d" is taller than
the preceding "1" and largely agrees with the other four signatures .

Since all of these signatures conformed in both general and
specific characteristics-there are no significant differences among
them-we came to the conclusion that all five of these signatures
were written by one and the same individual .
Again with that slight caveat here, that this is a photograph of

an original signature. We did not have the opportunity to examine
and compare the original . However, from this photograph and the
examinations that can be conducted of it, the writing pattern is
free, fluent, easy, no indications of abnormalities, no hesitation, no
tremor, is in basic agreement with the other four signatures, and
therefore we conclude that all five signatures emanate from the
same individual .
Mr. KLEIN. For the record, the caveat you are speaking of was

applicable to the Cuban visa application?
Mr. MCNALLY. That is right, because it is not an original docu-

ment and cannot be examined microscopically .
Mr. KLEIN. Is there any evidence to indicate any of these docu-

ments were forged or altered?
Mr. MCNALLY. There is none .
Mr. KLEIN. At this time would you please be seated, Mr McNally.

I would now direct your attention to exhibit JFK F-504, which is a
microfilm reproduction of an order form to Klein's Sporting Goods
Co . for a rifle, plus the envelope in which the order form was sent ;
and JFK F-509, which is a money order made out to Klein's
Sporting Goods Co., both of which documents have the name Hidell
on them .
Mr. MCNALLY. I have both of them.
Mr. KLEIN. JFK F-504 and F-509; do you recognize those docu-

ments?
Mr. MCNALLY. I do .
Mr. KLEIN. Did the entire panel have an opportunity to examine

those documents?
Mr. MCNALLY. They did.
Mr. KLEIN. Did the panel reach a conclusion with respect to

those documents?
Mr. MCNALLY. They did.
Mr . KLEIN. What was that conclusion?
Mr. MCNALLY. That JFK exhibit F-504 and F-509 were written

by the same person, again with the caveat . JFK exhibit F-504 is a
photo reproduction of a microfilm.
Mr. KLEIN. The document, which is marked F-509, the money

order, is an original document; is it not?
Mr. MCNALLY. It was; yes.
Mr. KLEIN. And your conclusion is they were written by the

same person who wrote the other documents?
Mr. MCNALLY. That is right.
Mr. KLEIN. I would ask at this time, Mr. Chairman, that blowups

marked JFK F-504A and F-509A be received as exhibits and
shown to the witness.
Chairman Stokes . Without objection, they may be received in the

record at this point.
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[JFK exhibits F-504A and F-509A are enlargements of JFK ex-
hibits F-504 and F-509 which were previously entered.]
Mr. KLEIN. Once again, Mr. McNally, would you go to the easel,

please . Do you recognize these blowups, sir?
Mr. MCNALLY . I do .
Mr. KLEIN . What are they blowups of?
Mr. MCNALLY . These are blowups of the original photo reproduc-

tion . In the case of this particular blowup here, this is an enlarge-
ment of JFK exhibit F-504, and this enlargement of the postal
money order in an enlargement--
Mr. KLEIN. Is that the money order?
Mr. MCNALLY . Yes ; F-504, and the money order is F-509 .
Mr. KLEIN. Are these blowups fair and accurate representations

of the documents examined by the panel?
Mr. MCNALLY . They are .
Mr. KLEIN . Using the blowups, would you explain why the panel

reached its conclusion?
Mr. MCNALLY . We examined and compared the writings on the

microfilm reproduction with the original postal money order issued
as payable to Klein's Sporting Goods . The same process, of course,
was involved, an examination and comparison of the general writ-
ing characteristics which appear on this microfilmed reproduction,
versus the writing which appears on the U.S . postal money order.
The writing pattern on both of these documents is the same, the

same degree of skill, the same slant pattern . The writing has a
continuity and a cohesion, a continuous flow in the formation of
"Hidell", "Dallas, Texas," "Klein's," "Chicago, Illinois." It flows
right along in the same manner, as we have in the writing flow on
the postal money order.
The individual letter designs that occur in the writing of the

name and the address and the names and addresses on the micro-
film reproduction and the writing of the various letters on the
postal money order correspond .
In both instances on the microfilmed reproduction here we have

a parallel, the writing of "Hidell" here in the top of the microfilm
and the "A. Hidell," which occurs over here on the postal money
order. The writing construction in both instances is the same, just
a slight variation in the "H" in "Hidell" in the microfilm reproduc-
tion, but the rest of the writing conforms to the writing "A. Hidell"
on the U.S . postal money order.

In the writing of "Dallas, Texas," this particular writing pattern
here in the upper left-hand corner agreed with the writing of
"Dallas, Texas," over here on the U.S . postal money order .
The variation occurring here is that in the return address on the

postal money order a small "t" has been used versus a capital "T"
utilized down here.

In this "Texas" here in the writing of the "x-a-s" right in this
portion here just following the "x" there is a slight hitch almost
like a small undotted "i" . That same formation occurs over here
just before the "a" here a little hitch in the writing pattern .
The overall writing on both the microfilm and on the postal

money order correspond to the extent that we came to the conclu-
sion both were written by the same individual, again with that
caveat that this is a reproduction . As a matter of fact, this if from
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a microfilm, and it has been blown up from the microfilm itself so
that it lacks clarity and detail . But the impression gotten from
examining this particular document and comparing it with the
writing of the original document, the postal money order, is that
the writing flows . The line quality of that on this document and
that on the postal money order corresponds ; the letter designs
correspond . There is no significant difference between the writing
on the microfilm and the writing we have in the money order or
the writing we have here, for instance, on the employment applica-
tion .

Further, the hand printing on this particular form here, which
was laid over the envelope when it was recorded, this hand print-
ing, "A. Hidell, Post Office Box 2915, Dallas, Texas," corresponds to
that which we have in this employment application and also a
letter which backed up this employment application, specifically
some writing in the lower left-hand corner of that letter .
We did conclude again (with that slight caveat) that the writing

of the microfilm in both the script writing here and the hand print
here were written by the same individual who wrote out the postal
money order and the employment application.
Mr. KLEIN . Was there any evidence to indicate that either of

these documents were forged or altered?
Mr. MCNALLY . From the examinations that could be made, abso-

lutely no evidence .
Mr. KLEIN. At this time I would again ask that you be seated .
I would direct your attention to the document marked JFK

F-506, dated November 8, 1963.
Mr. MCNALLY . I have it .

	

"
Mr. KLEIN . Do you recognize that document?
Mr. MCNALLY . I do.
Mr. KLEIN . For the record could you read that document, please?
Mr. MCNALLY . In the upper right-hand corner is the date Novem-

ber-N-o-v 8, 1963: "Dear Mr. Hunt: I would like information con-
cerning"-c-o-n-c-e-r-d-i-n-g-"concerning my position . I am asking
only for information . I am suggesting that we discuss the matter
fully before any steps are taken by me or anyone else . Thank you .
Lee Harvey Oswald" .
Mr. KLEIN . Mr. Chairman, I should state for the record that a

copy-not the original but a copy-of the document was sent in
1975 to an author of a book on the Kennedy assassination . It was
sent anonymously and he allowed the panel to see the copy that he
had of that document. I would ask that the blowup marked JFK
F-506A be received as a committee exhibit and shown to the wit-
ness .
Chairman STOKES . Without objection, it has been received as a

committee exhibit and entered into the record at this point.
[JFK exhibit F-506A is an enlargement of JFK exhibit F-506

which was previously entered.]
Mr. KLEIN. Is that a fair and accurate representation of the

document you have before you?
Mr. MCNALLY . It is .
Mr . KLEIN . Once again I would ask that you walk over to the

easel, please .
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Using the blowup, will you explain why the panel could not
reach a conclusion with respect to that document?
Mr. McNALLY . The reason we could not reach any conclusion

regarding this particular document is, number 1, this of course is a
photo reproduction . It is a peculiar type of photo reproduction in
the fact that we have a photo reproduction, yet at the same time it
has some of the characteristics of being photo reproduced from a
microfilm enlargement which was originally out of focus . So that
on this particular document here-and I made the original slide
from which this enlargement was made-the photo reproduction
was quite fuzzy . This is an extremely good reproduction of that
particular fuzzy original photo reproduction .

In this particular case it is so fuzzy that an accurate examination
could not be made of it . The feature about this document-as it
relates to the other documents as written containing the name Lee
Harvey Oswald and all the other writing that we have here-is
that this document itself, although the writing pattern or the
overall letter designs are consistent with those as written on the
other documents, this is much more precisely and much more
carefully written .
There is no great deviation from the writing of Oswald insofar as

individual letter design forms are concerned . However, it is the
method of writing that is so precise and so careful, it is a little bit
out of the ordinary from most of the writing that I have seen .
Strangely enough, getting down to the signature of this particu-

lar document, a part of the signature agrees with the signature of
Oswald or the other writings we have signed "Lee Harvey Oswald,"
and part of it does not agree with his . Insofar as the original or the
beginning writing "Lee", that corresponds to "Lee" as written by
Lee Harvey Oswald throughout the bulk of the signatures we have
seen .
In the writing of the middle name Harvey, to begin with, the

"H" comes way over here to the left-hand side and is sort of
pointed. It comes to a type of triangle which is flattened at the top,
and that particular type of "H" we do not find in any of the
signatures of Lee Harvey Oswald.
Another peculiar feature here also is the fact that though not all

of the signatures of Mr. Oswald are signed "Lee Harvey Oswald,"
there are seven or eight where we do have the name "Lee Harvey
Oswald" signed in full and in none of them do we have a mispell-
ing . In this particular signature "H-a" and we have a little slurring
off here and a "v" and a "y" . So that part of this signature is
missing, and that does not occur in any of the other Oswald signa-
tures .
Again in the writing of the latter part of "Oswald," very unusual

in all of the Oswald signatures that we have seen . In this particu-
lar instance the "d" is smaller and much more precise than the
preceding "l." This is another characteristic which does not occur
consistently in the other Oswald signatures . So a suspicion is
aroused by the fact that this is an extremely precise type of writing
even though it does agree basically with the overall writing charac-
teristics of the previous Oswald writings . And a suspicious circum-
stance in the fact that that middle name "Lee Harvey" differs
significantly in the "H," in the misspelling of the word, and a
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slight aberration in the lower part of the "y" and in the latter part
of the signature "Oswald." And for these reasons we were unable
to come to any firm conclusion regarding this particular document.
It is suspicion, although we are not able to accurately determine
that it is specifically a forgery and at the same time not able to
accurately determine whether or not it corresponds to all of the
other writings that we have identified .
Mr. KLEIN. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions.
Chairman STOKES . Thank you, counsel.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Michigan, Mr. Sawyer,

for such time as he may consume.
Mr. SAWYER. Well, I assume with the exception of the document

that is now being displayed, the Hunt letter, the committee, or the
panel, was unanimous on all of these other decisions.
Mr. MCNALLY. They were.
Mr. SAWYER . Were there some of the panel who felt that that

Hunt letter was written by the same person as the others were?
Mr. KLEIN. No ; we were pretty much in agreement on that; not

sure of it, suspicious of that particular document. It stood out, quite
frankly, like a sore thumb.
Mr. SAWYER . There was unanimity in the suspicion, I assume?
Mr. MCNALLY. There was.
Mr. SAWYER . I think that is all I have . Thank you, Mr. Chair-

man.
Chairman STOKES . The time of the gentleman has expired. The

gentleman from North Carolina, Mr. Preyer .
Mr. PREYER . No questions. Thank you, Mr. Chairman .
Chairman STOKES . The gentleman from the District of Columbia,

Mr. Fauntroy .
Mr. FAUNTROY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman .
Mr. McNally, I simply have two questions. The first is : In the

handwriting analysis which you have done on the first three docu-
ments you have pointed up, to what extent might handwriting
machines reproduce signatures that would defy detection?
Mr. MCNALLY. I do not think they defy detection. What you get

with a handwriting machine is actually an imitation--
Mr. FAUNTROY . Certainly.
Mr. MCNALLY [continuing] . Where you get-it has to have a

model to follow, so that actually what would occur is that you get a
slavish imitation of, say, an original signature. But with all of
these writings we have a normal variation, there is no slavish
imitation. As a matter of fact, you don't even get a situation among
these particular signatures, where if you wrote like 5 or 10 signa-
tures in a row you get a very, very close similarity. In these
particular cases here we have a very good sample of an inconsist-
ent pattern of handwriting which is actually very consistent . It all
tends to follow a certain theme of writing. There is no-none of
these signatures, which are actually very much like the other
signature in the fact that they fit together-there is no deviation
whatsoever. There is always that slight variation there, which is
strongly indicative of normality and authenticity .
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Mr. FAUNTROY . So that you conclusion is that it could not have
been done using machines, otherwise you would have detected the
precise copying of the signatures as on all three documents?
Mr. MCNALLY . Right. It has in there a carelessness about it

which you do not see in any machine-made signature .
Mr. FAUNTROY . All right, thank you .
The second question has to do with the Hunt letter there . Assum-

ing that that is a forgery, how would you put together such a
forgery? Is it possible for a person to so analyze the writing of
another person as to reproduce it in reasonable facsimile?
Mr. MCNALLY . Oh, yes . As a matter of fact, we had a famous case

some years ago where there was pages and pages of writing repro-
duced in the so-called Irving-Hughes situation back in the seven-
ties . It was very difficult at that time to determine whether it was
good or bad .
Mr. FAUNTROY. What is the peculiar capability required to do

that? Are there persons who are particularly skilled at forgery in
that kind of detail, that kind of length?
Mr. MCNALLY . Yes, there are. As a matter of fact, they exist all

over. You have them in the criminal field where, let's say with a
quick study you could turn out something like this, particularly
since Oswald's general writing pattern is simple and tends to be
rather legible, and to turn out something like that would be not
particularly difficult. The strange feature is that if you turn out
something like that, then to get down into one of the more impor-
tant aspects of the signature and turn up with a misspelling .
Mr. FAUNTROY . Yes . Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman STOKES . The time of the gentlemen has expired . The

gentleman from Connecticut, Mr. McKinney .
Mr. MCKINNEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will be very brief. I just wanted to emphasize the points you

made on the signature . Looking at the various different exhibits
that we have that show the signature Lee Harvey Oswald, most of
them from the Marine Corps, loyalty oaths, so on and so forth,
Harvey is always spelled correctly. Right?
Mr. MCNALLY . It is.
Mr. MCKINNEY. And in full . And in fact in looking at them as a

novice in this, there isn't even really a runoff from one letter to
the other. Each letter is quite distinct.
Mr. MCNALLY . Generally there is, yes, sir.
Mr. MCKINNEY. Isn't it also true that in almost every signature

that we have, when Oswald is written the "d" is at least, say, a
fourth higher than the "1" at the very end, at the crown of the "d,"
or whatever you call it?
Mr. MCNALLY . Yes; it tends to rise disproportionately above the<<l»
Mr. MCKINNEY. Whereas it does not appear--
Mr. MCNALLY . It is quite smaller .
Mr. MCKINNEY. That is all I have.
Chairman STOKES . The time of the gentleman has expired.
The gentleman from Indiana, Mr. Fithian .
Mr. FITHIAN . Thank you .
I have but one question . On balance, this Hunt letter, do you find

more similarities or dissimilarities overall in comparison to the
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other writings or letters, words that all seem to agree in the other
documents?
Mr. MCNALLY. The peculiar feature about this is in the situa-

tion-which arouses suspicion-is that it is better than most of the
others . It really is, like almost a classic example, particularly the
body of the letter, the writing on the other Oswald letters, except
written much better and much more precisely. In effect, what I am
trying to say is that what you have here is a great deal of care was
taken in the writing of this particular document, whereas most of
the writings that I find in all of the other previous writings, they
are quite carelessly and sloppily written. There are no significant
dissimilarities in the body of this particular letter, the context,
until you come down to the signature.
Mr. FITHIAN. And are you saying, then, you are unable to render

a decision on this?
Mr. MCNALLY. That is right. In this particular case the original

would necessarily have to be checked. It could very well be a
situtation where this thing has been patched together from original
writing of Oswald. It can be done using a photo reproduction
process.
Mr. FITHIAN . Is it your opinion that it is a fake?
Mr. MCNALLY. No ; I am not certain on this particular document.
Mr. FITHIAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman .
Chairman STOKES. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. McNally, now as you are concluding your testimony before

this committee, you are entitled under our rules to a period of 5
minutes, if you so desire, to explain or expand upon your testimony
in any way. I extend to you such time, if you desire it at this time.
Mr. MCNALLY. I will take only a minute.
Chairman STOKES . Sure.
Mr . MCNALLY. What we have here and what we have examined

and compared was writing which covered a period from 1956 until
1963 . And over that period of time in all of these particular docu-
ments and just to restate what I have said before, it was our
considered opinion, all three members of the panel, that all of the
original documents were written by one and the same individual .
The photo reproductions with the exception of the so-called Hunt
letter, in our opinion again, with the caveat that they are photo
reproductions and cannot be microscopically examined, that we feel
that these letters were written by the same individual ; in other
words, Lee Harvey Oswald. The Hunt letter, because of the circum-
stances surrounding it, it is extremely poor reproduction, and also
because of the circumstances surrounding-the suspicion surround-
ing the signature we were unable to make any definite decision
regarding that particular letter .
Chairman STOKES . Thank you very much, Mr. McNally. On

behalf of the committee, I want to express our appreciation both to
you and to the other members of this destinguished panel on which
you served for the services that you have rendered to the House
and to this committee. We thank you very much for your service.
Mr. MCNALLY. Thank you, sir.
Chairman STOKES. Thank you.
The Chair recognizes Professor Blakey .




